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Abst ract - -Th is  paper is devoted to the construction of an approximate solution of the stochastic 
differential equation of the Ito type, defined on a partition of the time-interval. The coefficients of 
the equation by their Taylor series up to arbitrary derivatives are approximated. The closeness of 
the original and approximate solutions is measured in the sense of the LP-norm and with probability 
one. @ 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Real phenomena in different fields of science and engineering, especially in financial consideration, 
involving stochastic excitations of a Gaussian white noise type have been extensively investigated 
both theoretically and experimentally over a long period of time. Remember that a Gaussian 
white noise is a tolerable abstraction and is never a completely faithful representation f a physical 
noise source, at least if mathematically described as the formal derivative of a Brownian motion 
process. Thus, all such problems are essentially based on a stochastic differential equation of 
the Ito type [1]. Since these equations are not solvable explicitly in most cases, it is important 
to find their approximate solutions in an explicit form, or in a form suitable for applications of 
numerical methods. 
Further, all stochastic processes and random variables considered here are supposed to be 
defined on a complete probability space (~, 5 c, 7)). We should mention that we shall restrict 
ourselves to the scalar case in this paper. For applications, extension to multidimensional case is 
of great importance and it is not difficult in itself, but is rather complicated in details and involves 
complex notations. Likewise, we usually restrict ourselves on the time interval [0, 1] instead of 
[to, T]. 
In the present paper, we consider the stochastic differential equation of the Ito type, 
dzt = a(t, zt) dt + b(t, zt) dwt, t ~ [0, 1], 
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Here, w = (wt, t _> 0) is a standard Wiener process with a natural filtration {S't, t _> 0} of 
nondecreasing sub-a-algebras of 5 c (~t = a{w~, 0 < s < t}), the initial condition rl is a random 
variable independent of w, the functions a : [0, 1] x R --* R, b : [0,1] x R --* R are assumed to 
be Borel measurable on their domains. The process x = (xt, t E [0, 1]) is a strong solution of 
equation (1) in the following way: x is adapted to {S-t, t _> 0}, the Lebesgue and Ito integrals in 
the integral form of equation (1) are well defined (that is, f l  o la(t, s) ldt < ~,  f~o Ib(t, x)J 2 dt < oo), 
z(0) = ~ a.s., and equation (1) is satisfied, a.s., for all t E [0, 1]. 
On the basis of the classical theory of stochastic differential equations of the Ito type, one can 
prove the basic existence and uniqueness theorem ([1-5], for example), based on Pieard method 
of iterations. If the functions a and b are globally Lipsehitzian and satisfy the usual linear 
growth condition in the second argument, i.e., if there exists a constant L > 0 such that, for all 
(t, x), (t, y) e [0, 1] x R, 
la(t, x) - a(t,Y)l + Ib(t, x) - b(t,Y)l <- LIx - Yl, 
la(t,x)l ~ + Ib(t,x)[ 2 < L 2 (1+ Ix12), 
(2) 
(3) 
and if EJU] 2"~ < c~ for any positive integer m, then there exists a unique, a.s., continuous 
strong solution x of equation (1), satisfying E{supte[0,1] Ixtl 2"~} < c~. Moreover, by applying 
the procedure used in [4,5], one can prove that if EI~I p < ~ for any number p > 0, then 
E{supte[0,11 Ixtl p} < oo. 
As mentioned above, in general it is not possible to determine xplicitly the solution of equa- 
tion (1). To obtain an approximate solution, some applicable analytic or numerical methods 
are usually used. The present paper is devoted to an analytic approximation for the solution 
of equation (1). In the next section, starting from the papers, first of all [6,7] by Atalla, we 
formulate the problem and we give our main results. We compare in the LP-norm, p _> 2, the so- 
lution of equation (1) to its approximations, by the solutions of stochastic differential equations 
determined on partitions of the interval [0, 1], in which the drift and diffusion coefficients are 
Taylor approximations of the functions a and b. Moreover, we shall prove that under the same 
conditions, the sequence of the approximate solutions tends with probability one to the solution 
of equation (1). In the remainder of this section, an illustrative example is presented to justify 
our theoretical result. We give some useful conclusions and we point out possible applications of 
the previous considerations. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM AND MAIN RESULTS 
There are a great number of papers in which the solution of equation (1) is approximated on 
an arbitrary partition of the interval [0, 1]. 
0 = to < tl < . . .  < tn = 1, 5n = max (tk+l - tk). 
O<k<n--1 
(4) 
Thus, Maruyama [8] was one of the first to use and investigate the square convergence of the 
Euler method, analogous to the Euler polygonal ine in the deterministic ase. This result was 
improved upon in the paper [9] by Kanagawa. In paper [10] by Kanagawa, under some restrictive 
conditions, the solution x of equation (1) is approximated by the solutions x n, n E N of the 
equations 
n dx~ = a(  k,xtk ) dt +b(tk ,x~k ) dwt, 
X 0 -=71, 
tE [ tk , tk+l ) ,  0<k<n- -1 ,  
(5) 
in the sense of the LP-norm, p > 2. The rate of this approximation is 0(5  p/2) when n --* oc and 
5, --* 0. This result was obtained earlier in [2] for p = 2. 
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Essentially, the basic ideas of the present paper go back to papers [6,7] by Atalla. In paper [6], 
under the Lipschitz condition (2) and the linear growth condition (3) for the functions a and b, 
it was shown that the solutions x ~ of equations (5) approximate the solution x of equation (1) 
in the sense of the LP-norm, p > 2, with the rate of approximation O(SP~/2) when n -* oo and 
5~ ~ O. In fact, the solution x n =Xt,tEn [0, 1] is constructed as an a.s. continuous process, 
by successively connecting the processes (x~, t E [tk,tk+l]) at the points tk, 0 ~ k ~ n - 1 
of partition (4). Later on, in paper [11], this concept was appropriately extended to stochastic 
integrodifferential equations of the Ito type. 
In order to improve the previous result, Atalla approximated the solution of equation (1) by the 
solutions of stochastic differential equations determined on partition (4), whose drift and diffusion 
coefficients were Taylor approximations of the functions a and b, up to the first derivatives in 
argument x, i.e., by linear stochastic differential equations, 
(6) 
+[b( tk ,x t~)+b~(tk ,x~k) (x~-xt~) ]dwt ,  tE[tk, tk+l) ,  0<k<n-1 ,  x~'=~7. 
The approximate solutions x n are constructed as in the paper [6], by connecting the solutions of 
equations (6) at the partition points. The rate of the approximation in the LV-th norm of the 
solutions x and x ~ is O(SP~) when n -~ oe and 5,~ ~ 0. 
Following the previous concept and bearing in mind that the Taylor formula, as a polynomial, 
has proven to be a very useful tool in both theoretical and practical investigations, it is logical 
to ask: what is the rate of the approximation to the solution x by the approximate solution x ~, 
if the drift and diffusion coefficients are Taylor approximations of the functions a and b, up to 
arbitrary fixed derivatives? The main goal of the present paper is to answer this question. 
Therefore, we shall investigate quation (1) in the equivalent integral form 
/0 xt = ~7 + a(s, xs) ds + b(s, Xs) dws, t E [0, 1], (7) 
by approximating its solution x = (x~, s E [0, t]) on partition (4) with the solutions of the 
following equations: 
xt = xtk i! 
i= l  (s) 
J tk  i=1 
where xto = ~J, a.s. The approximate solution x n = (x~, t E [0, 1]) is constructed as above, as 
an a.s. continuous process, by successively connecting the processes (x~, t C [tk, tk+l]) at the 
points tk, 0 < k < n - 1 of partition (4). 
Of course, we must require the functions a and b to satisfy appropriate conditions, first of 
all, to be sufficiently smooth. We shall assume the existence and uniqueness of the approximate 
solutions for equations (8), without emphasizing appropriate conditions for the coefficients of 
these equations, and we shall emphasize only the conditions explicitly used in our discussion. 
In addition to the above assumptions that the functions a and b satisfy the Lipschitz condi- 
tion (2) and the linear growth condition (3), we introduce the following assumptions. 
(A1) The functions a and b have Taylor approximation in the second argument, up to m~ h
and m~ h derivatives, respectively. 
(M2) The functions a ('~+1) (t, x) and b('~2+l)(t, x) are uniformly bounded, i.e., there exist pos- 
itive constants L1 and L2, such that 
sup a(m~+l)(t,x) < L1, sup b(m2+x)(t,x) ~ L2. 
[0,1]×R [0,1]×R 
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(M3) There exist unique, a.s., continuous trong solutions x and x ~ of equations (7) and (8), 
respectively, satisfying E{sup[0,1] Ix~l p} < ~ and E{sup[0,1] I~pl(M+~) } <__ Q < ~,  where 
M = max{m1, m2} and Q is a positive constant. All Lebesgue and Ito integrals employed 
further are also well defined. 
Clearly, because of Assumption (A3), it will be necessary to suppose El@ M+~)~p < oo, so that 
the limit Q is independent of n and ~.  
First, let us prove the following assertion, which is of independent interest with respect to 
the previously mentioned problem, but which plays an important role in the description of the 
closeness between the solutions x and x '~ in the sense of the LP-norm. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let x n be the solution of equation (8) and conditions (2), (3), (A1)-(Aa) be 
satisfied. Then, for 0 < r < ( M + 1)p, 
~[~ E Iz~ - xt~ <_ C~/2,  t ~ [tk, tk+~] k = 0, n - 1, 
where C is a generic constant independent of n and fin. 
PROOF.  For notation simplicity reason, let us denote that 
i=0 
i=0 
In order to estimate E[x'~ - x~k ]P, we shall first apply the elementary inequality ]a + b[ ~ < 
(2 ~-1 V 1)([a[ ~ + IbiS), r > 0, to equation (8), and after that Hhlder inequality to Lebesgue 
integral, as well as Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality [2,4,5] to the Ito integral: for any 1 > 0, 
there exists a constant cl > 0, such that EsuP~e[to,t][ftso f~ dwu[ l < clE(ffo ]f~[2 du)U2 for any 
measurable ~t-adapted process (it, t e [0, T]), where ftTo [ft[2dt < oo, a.s. In fact, we use this 
inequality in which the left-hand side is minorized by omitting supremum. So, for all t C [tk, tk+l], 
0 < k < n -  1, we obtain 
X n n X n El~?-~l ,~ _<2 r -1  E d(8 ,  tk ,x  n) -~-E B(8 ,x tk  , s) dws 
_< 2~-1 ( t -  t~) ~-1 E I~ (s,~t~,~;~) e~ 
+e~(t-tk) ~/2-1 EIB(~,~,~,xs) e~ 
~_ 2~-l(t - t~)~/~-~ [(t - t~)~/~J~(t) + c~J~(t)]. 
To estimate J l(t)  and &(t) ,  we shall use Assumptions (3), (.A1)-(A3). Thus, for 0 e (0, 1) we 
find 
~-  __  n X n ds  Jl(t) E[a(s ,x  n) [a (s ,~) -A(~,x~,  s ) ] r  
Jt~ I (rex + 1)! 
<2 ~-1 E la(s,x:)[ 2 ~/2 n~ E{x '~-  xt=[ ('~+1)~ ds 
- + [(ml + 1)!y J ~;k 
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+2( "~+~)~-~ + E I~1 ('~+1/~ ds 
< 2 ~-~ [2~/2-1E(1 + R) + 2 ('~+z)~ L[R ] (t tk) 
- L [(ml + I)!73 
- G( t  - tk), 
where R = Q + 1 and C 1 : CI(L, L1, R, r, ?TI,1) is a generic onstant. 
Similarly, by repeating completely the previous procedure, we estimate J2 (t), 
J2(t) < c2(t - tk), 
where C2 = C2( L, L2, R, r, m2). Therefore, 
F IZZ-  x~kl ~ <_ 2~-l(t - tk) r/2 [Cl(t -- tk) r/2 +c~C2] < C(t - tk) ~/2 <_ C6~/2, 
where C is a generic onstant, which finishes the proof. | 
Note that Proposition 1 could be proved with more general assumptions instead of (A2), that 
the functions a(~ m1+1) (t, x) and b (m2+1) (t, x) satisfy the linear growth conditions in argument x. 
In this case, the proof will be somewhat complicated. 
The following assertion is closely connected with our main results and provides the estimation 
of the closeness between the solutions x and x n. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let x and x n be the solutions of equations (7) and (8), respectively, and con- 
ditions (2), (3), (~Z~I)--(A3) be satisfied. Then, for p >_ 2, 
sup E fxt - ~':1 ~ <_ H~(~ m+1)~/2, 
te[0,1] 
where m = rain{m1, m2} and H is a generic constant independent of n and 5~. 
PROOF. Let p > 2 and t e [tk, tk+l]. If we subtract equations (7) and (8), we obtain 
xt - x'~ = xtk - xt~ + [a(s, x~) - A (s, xt~ ,x~)] ds + [b(s, x~) - B (s, xt~, x~)] dw~. 
By applying Ito's differential formula to the function f (x) = ]xf and then by taking expectation, 
we get 
f Elxt  -x~[ p < E[xt~ -x t~f  +pE [a(s,x~) -A (s ,  xt~,x~) ] [x~ -x  n p-1 ds 
+ P(P2 1)'E [ t  [b(s, xs)- B (s, xt~,x:)]2lxs- x21 p-2 ds 
Jtk 
+pE [b(s ,x~) -B  (s, xt~,x2) ] [x~-~1 ~-~ dw~ 
- E I~  - ~t~ I" + pA(t )  + P(;~- 1)±2(t) + ;z~(t). 
Let us note that At = Elxt - x?l p. Since I3(t) -= 0, it follows that 
At ---- At k +p! l ( t )  + p(p-  1)12(t), t e [tk,tk+ll, k ---- 0, n - -  1. (9) 
2 
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To estimate II(t), we shall apply the Lipschitz condition (2) and the elementary Young in- 
equality, which states for every a, b >_ 0 and p > 1, l /p÷ 1/q = 1, it follows that ab <_ aP/p÷bq/q. 
Then, 
n X n I i ( t )<<E ]a (s ,x~)_a(s ,x~)÷a(s ,x : ) _d(a ,  xtk ' ~) [ ixs_x : ]p  l ds 
Jt' < E a(s,x~) - a(s ,x~) l  k 
a(x ml+l )  (s,x~ .4,01 (xn--z~)) ] 
-~ (ml + 1)! [x: - x~k [m1+1 [x~ - x~[ p-1 ds 
J 
<_ E LIx~ -x: l  + (ml +1)! [xF-x,~[ I~ -~: l  p-1 ds 
/i  1/i < L A~ ds .4- (ml -4- ~)v. E Ix: - xt~ Im1+1 Ix~ - x:lP-1 ds. 
The application of H61der inequality for p = p, # = p/(p - 1) to the second term, after that 
Young inequality and Proposition 1, gives us 
]l(t) < L As ds + (rnl .4- 1)! 
[ <_ L -~ p(ml .4- 3[ A s ds + p(ml .4- 1)! 
k 
Similarly, by using the H61der inequality for # = p/2 and u -- p/(p - 2), we estimate 
[ 1/, t ~, 4_L_~. 2 .... 2C25(m~+l)P/2(t-tk)" Is(t) <_ 2L 2 + [p(m2 .4- 1)!]sJ A~ ds + p[km2 -~ 1): 1 
Now, the preceding estimations for I1 (t) and/2 (t), together with (9), imply 
where a and t3 are generic constants independent of n and 5~. An application of the well-known 
Gronwall-Belmann i equality [12] yields 
At_< [Ark +aS(~m+l)P/2(t-tk)]e z(t-tk), tE[tk,tk+l],  k=0,  n -1 .  (11) 
Further, to prove our assertion, we apply the procedure arlier used in [7,11]. Since x0 = x~ = ~/ 
and by taking t = tk+l in (11), we come to the following recurrence formula: 
Ato = 0, 
Atk+ 1 _< [At k .4- Oz~(nm+l)p/2(tk+l- tk)] e fl(tk+l-tk), k = O, rt-- 1. 
So, we easily find 
k--1 
t,,~ _< ~5(.~+1)~/2 }--~(t~+~ - t~)e ~(~-~') < ~e~5(~ m+~)~/:, k = 1, ,~. 
i=0 
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By taking this estimation for At~ on the right side of (11), we get 
A t < H5 (m+l)p/2, t C [tk, tk+l], k = 1, n -  1, 
where H is a generic constant. Thus, supte[0,: ] At _< H5 (m+l)p/2. 
For p = 2, from 
--X n [2 n E[xt-x'~12 <_3E xtk tk + [a(s, xs)--A(s, xtk,x'~)] 
+ [b(s, xs) - B (s, x~, 
by applying the usual Ito integral isometry and Proposition 1, we easily deduce that relation (10) 
is also valid. Thus, this assertion is completely proved. | 
In view of the preceding assertion, we can expect hat the sequence of the approximate solutions 
{x ~, n E N} tends to the solution x as n --* cc and 5n ~ 0, in the sense of the LP-norm. This 
assertion immediately follows from the next theorem, which is the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM I. Let the conditions of Proposition 2 be satisfied. Then, for p >_ 2, 
E {,te[0,:]/sup , x t -x~,P}=O (5(nm+l)p/2), when n -*  co, 5n ~ O. 
PROOF. To prove this assertion, we shall use the previous treatments, without especially empha- 
sizing any step. Thus, 
El sup [xt-x~lP} ~-~ 2P-1 [ El IRE[0,1] ~o t [a(s'xs)-A(s'x~k'x~)] dsp} 
+E l~E°,:lsup [b(s,~s)-  B (s, x~,,  ~) ]  e~ 
_< 2~-: E [a(s,~) - A (s ,~%,~)]  
; 1 +e;E [b(s, x~) - B (s, ~,  ~;')] es ~ (n)  
<2~-: Ela(s,x~)-A(s,x~,~;')f ds 
+CP /olElb(s,x~)-- B (s,x~k,x:)[P ds] 
=-- 2P-:[S: + cpS2]. 
By repeating the procedure used in the proof of Proposition 1 and by applying Proposition 2, we 
easily find 
[ C1]  5(ml+l)p/2 $1 <_ 2p-IL p H + [ (m:~ 1)!]p ~ ' 
and analogously for $2. Thus, from (12) we conclude that 
E sup Ixt-x~l p <_4P-:L p 2H+r,m+l,!~p+W.--r-~,!~p , , 
[te[0,1] (13) 
: w on 0, 
which establishes the assertion. | 
Therefore, x~ L~ x, when n -~ oo and 5~ --+ 0. 
Moreover, another important result can be proved, the convergence with probability one of the 
previously considered sequence of approximations to the solution of equation (7). 
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THEOREM 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, for 5n = I/n, the sequence (x n, n C N) of the 
solutions of equations (8) converges with probability one to the solution x of equation (7). 
PROOF. From (13), it follows that 
E I sup 'xt - xr~'P} <- KS(nm+l)p/2' [ te[0,1] 
where K is a constant independent of n and 5n. Since 5n = 1/n, by applying the Chebyshev 
inequality we find, for arbitrary ~? > 0, 
E P sup ]xt-x~l  p/2>- I  < n2"E sup Ixt-x'(] p <_K 1 
n=l  [ t6[O,1] - -  nv  - -  [ t6 [0 ,1 ]  n=l  n=l  n(m+l)p/2--2rl" 
The series on the right side is convergent for p = 2, r] = 1/3, and m >_ 1, or for p > 2, 
r] < (p/2 - 1)/2, and m _> 0. Therefore, in the first case, and analogously in the second one, by 
applying the Borel-Cantelli lemma, it follows that 
i.e., for all large n, 
P I sup ]xt - x~] > 1 } I t6[0,1] __ ~ infinitely often = 0, 
1 
sup Ixt - x~l < with probability one. 
Therefore, the sequence (x n, n E N) converges with probability one to the solution x, uniformly 
on [0, 1]. Thus, the proof becomes complete. | 
EXAMPLE. In the remainder, we shall examine the validity of the preceding concept and results, 
by applying them to the following autonomous stochastic differential equation: 
dxt = (5xt - 6 sin xt) dt + (2 cosxt - 1) dwt, t e [0, 1], x0 = 0, (14) 
which is not reducible and explicitly solvable. Note that the drift and diffusion coefficients 
a(x) = 5x-6  sin x and b(x) = 2 cos x -1  satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1, they are Lipschitzian, 
and satisfy the linear growth condition and Conditions (A1)-(A3). 
It seems more convenient o transform the subintervals [tk,tk+l] of partition (4) into 
[0, tk+l -- tk], and after that form the approximate quations (8) by using Maclaurin approxima- 
tions of the functions a(x) and b(x), instead of their Taylor approximations near the points xtk. 
In fact, it means to introduce the following time translation: 
t = tk -t- u, 
for which [tk, tk+l] --~ [0, tk+l - tk], k = 0, n - 1. Then, we have a new Wiener process ~ and a 
new unknown process ~:, instead of w and x, such that 
~ = wtk+~, a.s., 2~ = xt~+~, a.s. (15) 
Likewise, equation (14) becomes 
d~ = (5~ - 6 sin ~)  du + (2 cos ~ - 1) de~,  ~ c [0, tk+ l  - td ,  
k = 0, ~ - 1. (16) 
The initial condition is 20 = 0, a.s., for k = 0; the initial conditions for k = l ,n - I  are 
successively obtained as the values of the process xu in the right side of the intervals [0, tk -tk-l]. 
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Maclaurin approximations of the functions a(x) and b(x), up to the third and second derivatives, 
are 
a(x) ~ x 3 - x, 
5c ~ such that the approximate solution ( , u E 
solutions of the equations 
d~ = [ (~)3-  2~] du + [1 -  (2~)2] d~,  u E [0, tk+l -  tk], 
(17) 
k=0,  n -1 .  
b(x)  ~ 1 - x 2, 
[0, 1]) is constructed by using successively the 
Clearly, the initial condition is ~ = 0, a.s., for k = 0, and for k = 1, n - 1 they are successively 
obtained as the values of the process ~ in the right side of the preceding intervals [0, tk -- tk-1]. 
Equations (17) are explicitly solvable (see [5, p. 122], for example) and have the solutions 
2~=tanh(@~+arctanh~) ,  uC[O, tk+l--tk], k=0,  n -1 .  
Having in mind (15), it follows that 
xtk+~ = tanh (wt-tk + arctanh x~k) 
and, therefore, 
x~=tanh(wt-wt~+arctanhx~k) ,  tC[tk , tk+l] ,  k=0,  n -1 .  (18) 
Thus, the solution x ~ = (x~, t E [0, 1]) is obtained by connecting processes (x~, t c [tk, tk+l]), 
k = 0, n - 1, in the partition points. The rate of the closeness in the LP-norm is 
E(  sup Ixt -x~tP} ~K53nP/2, 
Its[0,1] 
where K is a constant, obtained from (13). Likewise, for 5n = 1/n, by applying Theorem 2 it 
follows that x ~ --~ x as n --~ ~,  with probability one. 
Note that solutions (18) can be also expressed in an equivalent form, 
x~ = (1 +x~k ) e2(~-~k)  - (1 - xt~ ) (19) 
(1 + (1 - x k) 
By applying the previously described procedure, in Figure 1 the trajectory of the approximate 
solution on the partition of 30 uniformly ordered points is constructed, in which the Wiener 
process is generated by the standard Polar Marsaglia method. 
Since (~30 ~ 1/30, the rate of the closeness between the solution xt of equation (14) and the 
approximate solution x 3° expressed by (19), from (13), is 
Especially, for p = 2 and p = 4, the closeness is of the size 10 -5 and 10 -9, respectively. | 
Let us make some comments. 
The analytic method presented in this paper is effectively applicable if the approximate qua- 
tion can be explicitly solved. If not, because polynomials are very useful functional forms, the 
approximations obtained in this paper may also be useful in other applications of stochastic 
Taylor expansion, especially in the construction of various time discrete approximations of Ito 
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x ( t ) ,  
Xmax, 
g. 
Xmin .  
Xmin=-B.36922765S X~ax=O.518886299 
0 1 t 
Figure 1. The trajectory of the approximate solution. 
processes by us ing the  I to-Taylor  expansion,  which is the  key to  s tochast ic  numer ica l  analysis 
(see [5,13], for example). 
The  method exposed in this paper could be appropriately extended to stochastic integral and 
integrodifferential equations of the Ito type, as well as stochastic differential equations including 
martingales and martingale measures instead of the Brownian motion process. 
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